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We can't save the
climate without rural
electric co-ops on board.

The unique features of America's political

system mean that people living in sparsely

populated areas have disproportionate

power. They must be systematically

engaged and made partners in transitioning

to a fossil-free economy, or they will

continue to use their power to resist change.

Land is Power
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REC leadership is actively
resisting climate solutions...
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...because REC leadership is
neither accountable to nor
representative of their
memberships. 



Local reform efforts come up short because
there is no national coordination. 

Each individual campaign for a board seat
has to reinvent the wheel. 

Virginia, 2021

Louisiana, 2019

Georgia, 2023



"We have made no progress [from 
 2008 to 2021] in protecting consumers
because co-ops have such strong
political power. 

These were the most proconsumer
organizations in America and now they
have turned mostly anticonsumer.”
-U.S. Rep. Jim Cooper, Nashville, 2021
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Many believe a nationwide,
systematic effort to reform

REC boards isn't feasible
because of.... 

There are 895  rural electric

cooperatives, each with its

own 7-9 seat board.

The Number of RECS

REC boundaries don't correspond

to any political boundaries and are

constantly shifting, and accurate

member lists are closely held

information

Varied Service Areas

Each co-op has its own annual

meeting, rules for how to

qualify as a candidate, sub-

districts, etc.

1000 Election Rules
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Rural Power Project has
solutions to each problem. 

We have the only non-

industry database of every

REC in the country, plus

the demographics of

nearly all 3200 REC board

members.

Comprehensive Board
Database

We've uncovered bylaw

patterns, built a system to

identify RECs where our

chances are best,

common legal red flags,

and how to get past

common parliamentary

tricks boards use to

squelch reform efforts.

Election and Governance
Database

We've developed software

that takes the most up to date

industry maps of REC service

areas and pairs the

geographical information with

state voter files organized by

our Voter Purge Project to

build  accurate member

approximations. 

Custom REC Map to REC List
Software
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Nationwide
REC Board
Database and
Analysis
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Election and Governance Database

Atlanta Area Cooperatives
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Using NRECA's Maps to
Create Voter Lists

State regulatory agencies are not maintaining accurate service area maps, leaving the work to co-ops and investor owned utilities to
fight over boundary customers/loads. The NRECA, co-ops' trade association, keeps the most accurate and up-to-date maps available.
Our software extracts data from NRECA's maps and lines up their service areas to maps we can use. We pair that data with our Voter

Purge Project state voter lists where we've geolocated voters by address, and extract a list that matches the co-op's service area. 
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Our test targeted 7876 registered voters for
whom phone numbers were listed in the
voter file--a minority of the voters, with
many landlines mixed in with cell numbers. 

Despite the limits and inaccuracies of the
list, the response rates point to real
potential for building committees of
reform oriented co-op members by
starting from a high quality phone match.

Petit Jean, North Arkansas, First Electric - 

4.2% response rate to initial text outreach.
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Empowering
Rural America's
$9.7 billion will
go to boards
committed to
maintaining fossil
fuel dependence.
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